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Commerce on the Internet has come to rely almost exclusively on financial

institutions serving as trusted third parties to process electronic payments. 

While the system works well enough for most transactions, it still suffers from 

the inherent weaknesses of the trust based model. Completely non-reversible 

transactions are not really possible, since financial institutions cannot  avoid 

mediating disputes. The cost of mediation increases transaction costs, limiting 

the minimum practical transaction size and cutting off the possibility for small 

casual transactions, and there is a broader cost in the loss of ability to make

non-reversible payments for nonreversible services. With the possibility of 

reversal, the need for trust spreads. Merchants must be wary of their customers, 

hassling them for more information than they would otherwise need. A certain 

percentage of fraud is accepted as unavoidable. These costs and payment

uncertainties can be avoided in person by using physical currency, but no

mechanism exists to make payments over a communications channel without a

trusted party. What is needed is an electronic payment system based on

cryptographic proof instead of trust, allowing any two willing parties to transact

directly with each other without the need for a trusted third party. Transactions 

that are computationally impractical to reverse would protect sellers from fraud, 

and routine escrow mechanisms could easily be implemented to protect buyers. 

In this paper, we propose a solution to the double-spending problem using a 

peer-to-peer distributed timestamp server to generate computational proof 

of the chronologicalorder of transactions. The system is secure as long as 

honest nodes collectively control more CPU power than any cooperating group

of attacker nodes.

I N T R O D U C T I O N1 .



The bitcoin blockchain is a public ledger that records bitcoin 
transactions. It is implemented as a chain of blocks, each block 
containing a cryptographic hash of the previous block up to the 
genesis block in the chain. A network of communicating nodes 
running bitcoin software maintains the blockchain. Transactions 
of the form payer X sends Y bitcoins to payee Z are broadcast 
to this network using readily available software applications. 
Network nodes can validate transactions, add them to their copy 
of the ledger, and then broadcast these ledger additions to other 
nodes. To achieve independent verification of the chain of ownership, 
each network node stores its own copy of the blockchain. At varying 
intervals of time averaging to every 10 minutes, a new group of 
accepted transactions, called a block, is created, added to the 
blockchain, and quickly published to all nodes, without requiring 
central oversight. This allows bitcoin software to determine when a 
particular bitcoin was spent, which is needed to prevent double-
spending. a conventional ledger records the transfers of actual bills or 
promissory notes that exist apart from it, but as a digital ledger, bitcoins 
only exist by virtue of the blockchain; they are represented by the 
unspent outputs of transactions. Individual blocks, public addresses, 
and transactions within blocks can be examined using a blockchain 
explorer.

2 .  B L O C K C H A I N



Vitalik Buterin expanded on Bitcoin secure transaction technology and
found on an abstract level that a transaction in itself could be secured 
with a contract. The contract is an agreement between two parties securing 
the promise of a one- or two-way exchange. He designed the Ethereum
Virtual Machine with this in mind; that any transaction over the blockchain
network should be self-executed once agreed upon by both parties and
should be recorded on a public blockchain ledger. This self-execution is
what makes these contracts “smart”. Ethereum opened up an entirely new 
universe for business accountability and in turn a new economy. Smart 
contracts benefits:

1 .  S M A R T  C O N T R A C T S

They cut out the middleman, giving the user complete control and minimal 
extra costs

They are recorded, encrypted and duplicated on the public blockchain, 
where all participants can see market activity
They eliminate the time and effort required to manually process 
agreements and documents. Smart contracts are still an entirely 
new system with a number of creases to iron out. The code is 
translated literally, and any errors or vulnarability when the smart 
contract is created may result in unintended outcomes which can’t 
be undone and could lead to the loss of funds.

Decentralized Applications
A decentralized application (DApp) is an application run by many 
users/nodes on a fully decentralized network with trustless 
protocols. DApps are designed o avoid any single point of failure
and control. They typically have tokens and incentives to reward 
users forproviding security and computing power.
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a technology developed on top of the binance smart chain network, created in 
December 2021 and launched in January 2022, before being on the market 
DIGICHAIN has opened sales privately for a duration of 1 month with a total 
capped at 50 BNB, thing This is done to analyze market or community sentiment 
regarding the DIGICHAIN crypto asset. 1st january launch of digichain by going 
through the presale stage which is run on one of the launchpad platforms with 
a total revenue of 200 BNB, divided into two parts 90% liquidity and 10% 
developer.

1 .  D I G I C H A I N

1. Core Business

a. Digidex (Decentralized Exchange)

Decentralize exchange was developed by the Digichain team in February 
2022, the Digidex development is in the binance smart chain ecosystem by 
having Digidex's Router and Factory. Implementation of a system that has a 
value, both for developers, users and other developers is a focus of the 
digichain team, by providing a 0.3% transaction fee that is converted into a 
token binance smart chain or WBNB divided into three parts 0.1% Digichain 
Team, 0.1 % Other developers, 0.1% will automatically buy DIGICHAIN Coin 
and throw it at dead Address (Buy back and burn). we call it an opportunity 
system, system development will have a positive impact even with the 
implementation of a system like this we can help other developers provide 
an income to be allocated to project development without having to sell 
developer's tokens. investors' fear of developers dumping their tokens on 
the market to fund usecase development is still a nightmare for investors 
even though in general tokens dumped on the market by developers can 
finance (normal) usecase developers. even though we say it's normal and 
normal, we continue to develop solutions to problems like this.



Swap / Exchange (Router 5.0)
Staking Pools
Buy/Sell Crypto ( Use Payment Gateway)
Farming
Swap Widget
Staking Widget
API Development
Analytics
Liquidity Pool

1. Features we are currently developing

a. NodePad

If in general Launchpad only provides open pre-sales and 
lockers, it's different from NodePad. NodePad runs on the 
2 Networks of Binance Smart Chain and Ethereum, has a 
freedom in pre-selling but provides security to investors.



why did we develop this feature? does it have a good value and can be 
accepted by the market? With the creation of this system, developers 
who have partnerships and are involved in pre-sales (contributors must 
hold partnership tokens) do not have to create their own platforms or 
buy platforms with expensive funds. We provide this flexibility to
make it easier for developers to do pre-sales. We are also planning 
the development of the NodePad Widget, we are making this so that 
developers can implement their presale page tokens on websites and 
investors or contributors can make contributions to websites that 
implement NodePad Widgets.

A feature development that invites other developers to have the 
freedom to  determine a final value or Hard Cap, NodePad facilitates 
other developers  HardCap which can be set up to 10x the number 
of SoftCap. development of other features such as the Presale
Partnership which facilitates other developers involving other 
tokens to make the requirement to hold other tokens to potential 
investors or potential contributors by setting the 
amount determined by the token developer.

Freedom for developers.



We provide KYC, AUDIT, and Doxxed facilities openly for all 
developers who use NodePad to gain good value trust from 
investors, besides that users can cancel contributions during 
the pre-sale. and developers can only take 30% of pre-sales 
results and 70% is thrown into liquidity pools. We apply this
system for mutual security and real trust. We also provide voting 
which can be done by token contributors, so that when there is an
irregularity when the developer pre-sales investors who have 
contributed can make proposals and carry out voting, if the voting 
results are negative then NodePad will cancel the launch and 
refund investor funds. making a proposal for this voting must 
pay a fee inthe form of DIGICHAIN Coin.

Freedom for developers.

a. Digichain Defi Wallet

Digichain Defi Wallet is the premier mobile Multi Blockchain Wallet.

Digichain Defi Wallet puts security and anonymity of users first. Our 
key principles :

- Client-based infrastructure ensures that keys are stored locally, 
on your device.
- Bank-level security safeguards your Digital Assets from potential 
threats.
- Application-level authentication system prevents unauthorized 
access through anunlocked device.



Create Wallet
Import Wallet
Wallet
Staking
Exchange
Overview
Chart Overview
Dapps

The feature that we developed in Digichain defi wallet is :



a. RoadMap

December 2022
– January - February 2023

Rebuilding Smart Launchpad
Rebranding Smart Launchpad to NodePad
Marketing Campaign
NodePad Smart System Implementation
Partnership
New Hype On Community
NodePad Widget Program.
Buy Back and Burn

March - April

NodePad Partnership System
Rebuilding Digidex
Digidex Router 5.0 Implementation
Partnerhip
New Cex Listing (Tier 1)
Digidex Launching.
Rebuilding Digichain Defi Wallet
Buy Back And Burn.



May – July

Opens the Angel Investor Program
Digichain Defi Wallet Launching
Partnership
DAO
Cex Listing (Tier 1)
Digidex Hybrid Development
Buy Back And Burn
Digicahin Defi Wallet Payment Gateway Integration
Office Opening In Singapore
Digichain Academy
Digichain Charity House.
Buy Back And Burn.


